


WHAT IS NOUN :-



EXTRA :

THEI :- meaning god / religion

Ist :- means follower

1.monotheist

2.polytheist

3.pantheist .

4.atheist

5.theist



PANACHE



RULE :-
With collective noun :-

We generally use singular verb and

substitute it with singular  pronoun

But ,

When member of group acting as

individual we use plural verb  and 

substitute it with pluralpronoun



RULE :-
With collective noun :-

Ex:-
1. the committee has submitted its

report

2. the committee were allowed to go 

home to their families

3. the fleet was anchored in the

channel.

4. the flock were runningoff in every 

direction .



With material noun :-
Generally we do not use any article ( a, an ,

the ) before material noun .

Ex:-This is a gold not a silver.

She bought a cloth to stitch a shirt  

An olive oil has many health benefits.



Collective noun , even though they refer to 

living being are used as  neuter gender

Ex:- the army is doing his work

The army is doing its work

In case of a very young child , insect or other 

small creature we use  neuter gender

EX:-

The baby wants his bottle.

The baby wants its bottle.



• scenery , advice , information , 

machinery , stationery , furniture,  News , 

mischief , poetry , etc.

• Example –

• The scenery of Kashmir is enchanting .

• advice has been given by my father to 

not 

study that book .

• The gallows have been elected .

• A summons were issued by the Jury.

Some nouns always take a singular 
verb and sound singular also .



When a neuter gender noun is personified we
use -1.Masculine gender to objects remarkable for 

their strength  Ex:- sun, time , death , winter ,

etc.

2. Feminine gender to objects 

remarkable for their beauty and 

gracefulness.

Ex:- Earth , moon , nature , etc.

1. the sun was shining on the sea , shining

with all his might.

2. Mother earth.



Nouns like Million , Hundred , thousand , pair , 

dozen , score , gross , and  couple that are plural 

in meaning take the same form in singular and 

plural  only when they are used after definite 

numerals .

Ex:-

1. He bought two pair of sleepers.

2. Ravi has four dozen bananas.

Exception:- When indefinite numeral is used they 

take plural form .

Ex:- Ravi lost dozens of bananas.



Some nouns like Mathematics , physics , dynamics , 

ethics , linguistics, metaphysics , optics , economics , 

news , politics , mumps , measles , rickets, athletics

,mechanics etc are in plural forms but used as singular 

noun .

Ex:-

1. news is being broadcasted .

2. Everybody now says that politics is not good for a 

honest person.

3. Bad news travels fast.

4. Mumps has been nearly eradicated in our country .





THANK YOU


